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Medical

We got your back.

Sacci is an innovative developer and production partner of high 
quality carrying systems. We’ve made carrying easy since 1914.
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Sacci 
Emergency
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ACCESSORIES MEDPAC SMALL

Medpac Small
Art.No: 120690

MEASURES (WxHxD):  330x400x240 mm

NAME: MEDPAC Emergency Bag Small SAH

COLOR: Black

WEIGHT: - g

NAME: MEDPAC Middle Insert 2 Small

ARTICLE NUMBER: 116110 

COLOR: Neon

Middle insert with our proprietary attachment system for 
needles/ampoules on one side and two rows of pockets 
with elastic on the other side. 

NAME: MEDPAC Middle Insert 3 Small

ARTICLE NUMBER: 116115 

COLOR: Neon

Middle insert with two rows of pockets with elastic on 

both sides. Interior adapted for dressing materials and 

medicines. 

NAME: MEDPAC Insert 1 Small

ARTICLE NUMBER: 120642

COLOR: Neon

Insert with three pockets with elastic.

NAME: MEDPAC Insert 2 Small

ARTICLE NUMBER: 120644

COLOR: Neon

Insert with two pockets with elastic.

NAME: MEDPAC Middle Insert 1 Small

ARTICLE NUMBER: 116123

COLOR: Grey

Middle insert with a total of 4 sides with varying fastenings 
systems and pockets. Interior adapted for materials and 
medicines with our proprietary attachment system for 
needles/ampoules.

MEDPAC Small is our smallest emergency 
bag. It has room for two inner walls and a 
middle partition wall and has a modular 
system that allows you to build the bag 
yourself according to your specific needs. 

The new material makes the bag durable 
and easy to wipe off and and clean. 

New durable and wipable material and strong 
YKK-zippers
Modular system for customisation
Reflective markings in neon 

Main pocket, three zippered pockets, pocket with buckle for 

needle can, zippered pocket on the back for computer/tablet or 

documents.

Inserts and middle inserts are purchased separately.
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Medpac Medium
Art.No: 120691

MEDPAC Medium is our popular mid-sized 
emergency bag. It has room for two inner 
walls and a middle partition wall and has 
a modular system that allows you to build 
the bag yourself according to your specific 
needs. 

The new material makes the bag durable 
and easy to wipe off and and clean. 

New durable and wipable material and strong 
YKK-zippers
Modular system for customisation
Reflective markings in neon 

NAME: MEDPAC Middle Insert Medium

ARTICLE NUMBER: 120140 

COLOR: Neon

Middle insert with a total of 6 sides with varying faste-
nings systems. Interior adapted for materials and medici-
nes with our proprietary attachment system for needles/
ampoules

NAME: MEDPAC Insert 1 Medium

ARTICLE NUMBER: 120622 

COLOR: Neon

Insert with three rows of pockets with elastic. The bottom 

row has an extra plastic compartment without elastic on 

the outside.

NAME: MEDPAC Insert 2 Medium

ARTICLE NUMBER: 120624

COLOR: Neon

Insert with two rows of pockets with elastic.

NAME: Middle Insert Mini akut Läkemedel

ARTICLE NUMBER: 116123

COLOR: Gray

Middle insert with a total of 4 sides with varying fastening 

systems and pockets, interior adapted for dressing ma-

terials and medicines with our own developed fastening 

system for needles/ampules.

ACCESSORIES MEDPAC MEDIUM

MEASURES (WxHxD):  375x435x250mm

NAME: MEDPAC Emergency Bag Medium SAH

COLOR: Black

WEIGHT: 2 200g

Main pocket, three zippered pockets, pocket with buckle for 

needle can, zippered pocket on the back for computer/tablet or 

documents.

Inserts and middle inserts are purchased separately.
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ACCESSORIES MEDPAC MEDIUM

NAME: Insert with pvk-pocket middle Medi Akut

ARTICLE NUMBER: 120630 

COLOR: Neon

Insert to MEDPAC Medium. Three rows of pockets with 

elastic. The middle row has an extra plastic compartment 

without elastic on the outside.

NAME: Insert 9 pockets Medi Akut

ARTICLE NUMBER: 120631

COLOR: Neon

Insert to MEDPAC Medium with three rows of elastic 

pockets.

NAME: Insert Deff Medi Akut

ARTICLE NUMBER: 120625

COLOR: Neon

Insert to MEDPAC Medium. Two rows of pockets with elas-

tic. Place to attach the defrebillator on the bottom row.
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Medpac Large
Art.No: 120692

NAME: MEDPAC Middle Insert Medium

ARTICLE NUMBER: 120140 

COLOR: Neon

Middle insert with a total of 6 sides with varying faste-
nings systems. Interior adapted for materials and medici-
nes with our proprietary attachment system for needles/
ampoules

NAME: MEDPAC Insert 1 Large

ARTICLE NUMBER: 120475 

COLOR: Neon

Insert with three rows of pockets with elastic and extra 

plastic compartment on the bottom line. 

NAME: MEDPAC Insert 2 Large

ARTICLE NUMBER: 120476

COLOR: Neon

Insert with three rows of pockets with elastic.

MEASURES (WxHxD):  380x510x270 mm

NAME: MEDPAC Emergency Bag Large SAH

COLOR: Black

WEIGHT: - g

ACCESSORIES MEDPAC LARGE

MEDPAC Large is our largest emergency 
bag. It has room for two inner walls and a 
middle partition wall and has a modular 
system that allows you to build the bag 
yourself according to your specific needs. 

The new material makes the bag durable 
and easy to wipe off and and clean. 

New durable and wipable material and strong 
YKK-zippers
Modular system for customisation
Reflective markings in neon 

Main pocket, three zippered pockets, pocket with buckle for 

needle can, zippered pocket on the back for computer/tablet or 

documents.

Inserts and middle inserts are purchased separately.
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New durable and wipable material 
Handle and shoulder strap

Fidlock buckles for quick and easy opening

Multipac Small
Art.No: 120697

Multipac Small is a medical bag with 
an optimal overview of its content in 
an emergency situation. The bag has a 
modular system that allows you to choose 
which partition wall from the assortment 
that fits according to your specific needs. 

The new material makes the bag durable 
and easy to wipe off and and clean. 

MEASURES (WxHxD):  310x250x160mm

NAME: MULTIPAC Rapid Bag Small SAH

COLOR: Black

Inserts and middle inserts are purchased separately.

WEIGHT: 1 350g

NAME: MULTIPAC Middle Insert 1 Small

ARTICLE NUMBER: 120686 

COLOR: Neon

6 pockets with elastic on one side. Our proprietary at-

tachment system for needles/ampoules on the other side.

NAME: MULTIPAC Middle Insert 2 Small

ARTICLE NUMBER: 120687 

COLOR: Neon

3 larger pockets without elastic.

Elastic bow for attachment of various materials.

NAME: MULTIPAC Insert 1 Small

ARTICLE NUMBER: 120713

COLOR: Neon

6 pockets on one side and 5 on the other. All without 

elastic.

NAME: MULTIPAC Insert 2 Small

ARTICLE NUMBER: 120714

COLOR: Neon

2 rows of pockets. Top row 4 pockets without elastic.

Bottom row 3 smaller pockets with elastic, 1 larger 

pocket without.

ACCESSORIES MULTIPAC SMALL
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New durable and wipable material 
Handle and shoulder strap

Fidlock buckles for quick and easy opening

Multipac Medium
Art.No: 120698

Multipac Medium is a medical bag with 
an optimal overview of its content in 
an emergency situation. The bag has a 
modular system that allows you to choose 
which partition wall from the assortment 
that fits according to your specific needs. 

The new material makes the bag durable 
and easy to wipe off and and clean. 

MEASURES (WxHxD):  360x300x160mm

NAME: MULTIPAC Rapid Bag Medium SAH

COLOR: Black

Inserts and middle inserts are purchased separately.

WEIGHT: 1 650g

ACCESSORIES MULTIPAC MEDIUM

NAME: MULTIPAC Insert 1 Medium

ARTICLE NUMBER: 120715 

COLOR: Neon

6 pockets with elastic on one side. Our proprietary attach-

ment system for needles/ampoules on the other side.

NAME: MULTIPAC Insert 2 Medium

ARTICLE NUMBER: 120716 

COLOR: Neon

3 larger pockets without elastic.

Elastic bow for attachment of various materials.

NAME: MULTIPAC Middle Insert 1 Medium

ARTICLE NUMBER: 120688

COLOR: Neon

6 pockets on one side and 5 on the other. All without 

elastic.

NAME: MULTIPAC Middle Insert 2 Medium

ARTICLE NUMBER: 120689

COLOR: Neon

2 rows of pockets. Top row 4 pockets without elastic.

Bottom row 3 smaller pockets with elastic, 1 larger pocket 

without.
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ACCESSORIES MULTIPAC MEDIUM

NAME: Insert Akut AISAB

ARTICLE NUMBER: 119017 

COLOR: Black

Insert to MULTIPAC. 5 pockets.

NAME: Insert Akut Förband

ARTICLE NUMBER: 119021 

COLOR: Gray

Insert to MULTIPAC.
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New durable and wipable material
YKK-zippers
Adjustable carrying strap
Belt clip

Mascal
Art.No: 120696

MASCAL is a well organized bag designed to 
be used in emergency situations, including 
mass casualty (MASCAL) but also as a ”first 
assessment bag” or small emergency bag.

The new material makes the bag durable 
and easy to wipe off and and clean.

MEASURES (WxHxD): 250x190x90mm

NAME: MASCAL Assessment Pouch SAH

COLOR: Black

2 main compartments, one larger and one smaller. One side of 

the larger compartment has 4 mesh pockets. The other side has 6 

fastening straps + a larger mesh pocket with zipper. In the smaller 

main compartment there are 4 mesh pockets + elastic bands for 

attaching various materials.

WEIGHT: 450g
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Duffpac
Art.No: 120699/120730

MEASURES (WxHxD): 550x250x300mm(40L), 590x400x280mm (65L)

WEIGHT: 1 250g (40L), 1 500g (65L)

NAME: DUFFPAC Professional users bag SAH

ARTICLE NUMBER: 120699 (40L), 120730(65L)

COLOR: Black

Adjustable shoulder strap. Small inner pocket with zipper. 

New durable and wipable material 
Available in two sizes - 40L och 65L
Perfect for a variety of uses

DUFFPAC is a professional duffle bag  
perfect for a variety of uses. 

It works perfectly to pack and store se-
veral MASCAL bags in for easy carrying 
and use in the event of a major acci-
dent. But it can also be used by staff 
as a bag for personal belongings or be 
used as a patient bag in the ambulance 
to store the patient’s private belong-
ings during the journey.
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Trauma pouch
Art.No: 120925

Sacci Trauma Pouch is designed and 
developed to save lives. The small and 
flexible bag is intended and designed to be 
packed with specifically selected medical 
items used in extreme injury management, 
or a classic first aid kit. 

For items required in a critical bleeding situation
Can be attached to a belt, in a vehicle or on a work platform
Small and flexible

MEASURES (WxHxD): 210x110x50mm

WEIGHT: 600g

NAME: Trauma Pouch

COLOR: Neon
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Minpac
Art.No: 120694

MINPAC is our updated Minibag. This bag 
has a modular system that allows you to 
choose how you want to build the bag so 
that it fits your needs.  
 
The new material makes the bag durable 
and easy to wipe off and and clean.

MEASURES (WxHxD): 360x300x160mm

WEIGHT: 1 250g

NAME: MINPAC Adaptable Bag SAH

COLOR: Neon

Modular system. Inserts and patches are purchased separately.

Double handles for better carrying comfort
Possibility to attach a rubber patch on the sides
Strong YKK-zipper

Sacci 
Medical
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ACCESSORIES MINPAC

NAME: MINPAC Insert 3

ARTICLE NUMBER: 120677 

COLOR: Neon

Insert to MINPAC. Two rows of elastic pockets, upper row 

2 lower pockets, lower row 2 larger pockets.

NAME: MINPAC Insert 4

ARTICLE NUMBER: 120687 

COLOR: Neon

Insert to MINPAC. Two rows of elastic pockets, upper row 4 

pockets in different sizes, lower row 3 pockets in different 

sizes.

NAME: Minibag CPAP

ARTICLE NUMBER: 120225

COLOR: Black

NAME: Minibag CPAP without interior

ARTICLE NUMBER: 120224

COLOR: Black

ACCESSORIES MINPAC

NAME: MINPAC Rubber Patch ”Barn”

ARTICLE NUMBER: 012029 

COLOR: Black/Neon

Rubber patches that can be attached on top of the bag

or on the sides.

NAME: MINPAC Rubber Patch ”Förband”

ARTICLE NUMBER: 012030 

COLOR: Black/Neon

Rubber patches that can be attached on top of the bag

or on the sides.

NAME: MINPAC Insert 1

ARTICLE NUMBER: 120675

COLOR: Neon

Insert to Minpac. Two rows of elastic pockets, upper row 4 

larger pockets + elastic for chanterelles or optional.

NAME: MINPAC Insert 2

ARTICLE NUMBER: 120676

COLOR: Neon

Inner wall to Minpac. Two rows of elastic pockets, 

upper row 3 smaller pockets, lower row 3 larger 

pockets.
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EMERGOVÄSKOR

Waist belt
Art.No: 101016/120394

Our system with waist belt and 
associated bags is adapted to create 
flexibility and mobility. Attach the 
pockets suitabel for your needs. 

MEASURES (WxHxD): 40mm band

NAME: Sacci Waist  belt

ARTICLE NUMBER: 101016 (1 unit) 120394 (4 units)

COLOR: Neon

Bags are purchased separately.

Easy to release the bag with the hood knob

Available in two sizes

Customize the belt with the bag that suits 

your needs

ACCESSORIES WAIST BELT - EMERGO BAGS

NAME: Intubationsenhet black

ARTICLE NUMBER: 120321 

MEASURES (WxHxD): 160x305x110 mm 

NAME: Infusionsenhet black

ARTICLE NUMBER: 120322 

MEASURES (WxHxD): 160x305x100 mm 

NAME: Brännskadeenhet black

ARTICLE NUMBER: 120393

MEASURES (WxHxD): 160x305x100 mm

NAME: Förbandsenhet black

ARTICLE NUMBER: 120358

MEASURES (WxHxD): 160x305x80 mm 
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ACCESSORIES WAIST BELT - EMERGO BAGS

NAME: Nålsättningsenhet black

ARTICLE NUMBER: 120327 

MEASURES (WxHxD): 175x150x70mm 

NAME: Bältessenhet small black 

ARTICLE NUMBER: 120345 

MEASURES (WxHxD): 160x170x70 mm 

NAME: Läkemedelsenhet small black

ARTICLE NUMBER: 120392

MEASURES (WxHxD): 175x120x60 mm

Infusion Thermo Bag
Art.No: 111521

The infusion thermo bag is an insulated 
heated bag with space for three one-litre 
bags with infusion solution.

Through software-controlled electrical 
heating, the infusion solution is 
continuously warmed to body temperature 
and an infusion can be started 
immediately.

MEASURES (WxHxD): 330x110x240mm

NAME: Infusion Thermo Bag CE

COLOR: Black

The bag is intended for use inside the ambulance where it is mounted 

and connected to the truck’s 12V battery or to a separate battery for 

medical devices if available.

Shoulder strap are purchased seperately - art.no 110520.

CE marked according to the Medical Device Direc-
tive (MDD) 93/42 / EEC in Class 11a 
The bag is well insulated, which provides low 
power consumption during maintenance 
The infusion solution is kept at a constant + 37˚C 
with an accuracy of +/- 2˚C

WEIGHT: 1 100g
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ALUMINIUM RAILS

Infusion warmer
Art.No 111526

Defribillator Bag Def Laerdal
Art.No: 120269

MEASURES (WxHxD): 180x132x30mm

MEASURES (WxHxD): 150x220x70mm

The infusion heater consists of an insulated heating case with built-in 

pressure infusor. Suitable for infusion bags up to 1,000 ml. The heat is 

generated by activating the thermo gel.

Outer bag to the Philips Defibrillator FR3. The bag is tested and appro-

ved for 10G according to EN 1789:2007 and  A1:2010 and is suitable for 

attaching to the patient strap on the ambulance stretcher.

NAME: Infusion warmer  black (std)

NAME: Defribillaror bag Def Laerdal FR3

COLOR: Black

COLOR: Black/red

WEIGHT: 150g

NAME: Aluminium rail 1 unit

ARTICLE NUMBER: 112000 

Aluminum rail to attach unit to wall or similar. Fits all emergo 

bags that attach to our belts.

MEASURES: 178x40mm. Distance between knobs: 109mm. 

NAME: Aluminium rail 2 units

ARTICLE NUMBER: 112012 

Aluminium rails to attach 2 emergo bags, medibag or infusi-
on thermo bag to wall or similar.

MEASURES: 357x40mm. Distance between knobs: 109mm.
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Oxytube
Art.No: 120663

Oxytube is a smaller bag for oxygen 
bottles that can easily be carried in the 
hand or hung on the stretcher when 
transporting to and from an ambulance.
Oxytube has 2 pockets with space for 
oxygen masks and halters.

MEASURES (WxHxD): 130x410x130mm

NAME: Sacci Oxytube

WEIGHT: 2 500g

Shoulder strap are purchased seperately - artno 120378.

Two pockets with zipper
Possibility to attach shoulder strap
Durable material

Sacci 
Oxygen
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O2 Light Rapid Bag
Art.No: 120695

Respiratory care bag equipped with 
Fidlock buckles at the opening so that 
you can open the bag as quickly as 
possible. This bag holds everything 
you need to help patients in need 
of light or advanced respiratory 
support. The bag gives you as a 
user the opportunity to quickly and 
conveniently get a complete overview 
of its content when the bag is open.

The new material makes the bag 
durable and easy to wipe off and and 
clean.

MEASURES (WxHxD): 590x340x360 mm

NAME: O2 Light Rapid Bag SAH

COLOR: Neon

Supplied complete with interior and carrying straps.

Fidlock buckles so that you can open the bag quick
Side brackets to hang the bag on the side of the ambulance stretcher
Ergonomically designed carrying straps

WEIGHT: 2 800g

Respiratory care bag in horizontal mo-
del with HD disc for stability and redu-
ced weight that fits AGA’s three-litre 
lightweight bottle and most of the existing 
oxygen bottles in the market.

MEASURES (WxHxD): 580x300x230mm

NAME: Resporatory Caare Bag  horizontal HD

WEIGHT: 3 100g

Supplied with carrying straps, compartment in the lid 
and attachment for oxygen bottle. Other interior are 
sold separately.

Side brackets to hang the bag on the side of the 
ambulance stretcher
Ergonomically designed carrying straps 
Modular system for interior
Durable material and reinforced bottom

Respiratory care bag 
horizontal

Art.No: 120424
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ACCESSORIES RESPIRATORY CARE BAG HORIZONTAL

NAME: Intubation Module Neon

ARTICLE NUMBER: 120425 

MEASURES (WxHxD): 310x225x110 mm 

3 full-sized compartments and 5 smaller compartments in 

different sizes. Fits 120424.

NAME: Intubation Module Halland

ARTICLE NUMBER: 061420 

MEASURES (WxHxD): - 

Fits 120424.


